
 

 

 

 

 

There are two methods of submitting a recommendation letter: 
1. Scanned JPEG or PDF file of signed letter on a University letterhead with the professor’s email (this can 

be forwarded from the applicants email account or directly by the professor) 

2. Simple email from the professor’s institutional email account with a link in the signature to her/his 

university web page. 

 

SAMPLE LETTER                                                                                                      Date 

To the Admission Committee: 

 
 I strongly and without qualification recommend X for …...  

 

 I have known X for many years. He was a student at Y University from (date), and I have known 

him since his first semester when he has was a student in my class “…...” In this course we read some of 

the most profound authors in the history of the Western world: Plato, Tocqueville, Mill, Marx, and 

Nietzsche. During the Fall “year” semester he was a student in my “….” class in which we intensely read 

two of the greatest thinkers ever: Plato and Aristotle. In 2006 he took my class “….” that includes 

readings by Columbus, Christian cosmologists, Montaigne, Shakespeare, several Enlightenment thinkers 

(Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, Diderot, Voltaire), Tocqueville, the Frankfurt School, Heidegger, Baudrillard, 

Derrida, and Habermas. During his senior year at …, I advised his Honors Capstone Thesis on the …. 

Because all of these courses were structured as either intensive discussion classes or individual seminars 

and because X further pursued topics in my office, I have come to know him well. 

 

 X is an excellent student. He excels in both his oral and written work, showing a powerful 

analytical mind and the ability to read and comprehend difficult material on his own. He can teach 

himself the deepest philosophy and research widely into any area. His written work is consistently 

superior, and this includes everything from his thesis to his twenty-page term papers to weekly one-page 

papers written on material before we discussed it in class. In class he is quiet, but if something in the 

discussion seems wrong to him, he is not afraid to speak up. He consistently raises powerful questions 

which get at the root of the issue. More than most, he engages his fellow students in a constructive 

manner. Because of his communication skills, I asked him to be my teaching assistant for a course, but 

unfortunately he was not able to work it into his schedule. 

 

 Since graduating from … University, X has kept in touch with me and given regular reports of his 

life and adventures in the Ukraine. I know that he has given tremendous thought to the next phase of his 

education and considers the program in St. Petersburg to be ideal for him. He has prepared himself well 

for this program. X has spent two years in the Ukraine, teaching English and learning Russian.  Before 

that he had already spent much time abroad, so he brings both academic and practical readiness to any 

foreign policy discussions. I have no doubt about his readiness for graduate school. I have no reservations 

in recommending him and have every expectation that he will excel in graduate school. 

 

 X also has a warm and gentle personality and is well liked by his peers. I have little doubt about 

his maturity, perceptiveness, or ability to thrive any situation. He is a great student and you will be 

delighted to have him in your program.  

 

 If you have any questions, feel free to reach me by phone (…) or email (…). 

Sincerely, 


